«prolonging summer»

- Morso Grill Forno
- Morso Frying Pan
- Morso Forno
With the newly introduced products in the Morsø Living range we now, even more, turn up the heat and the atmosphere outside. Together with some of today’s best known designers we have created a new outdoor concept, which makes outdoor living more enjoyable, more beautiful, more comfortable, and exciting.

Ah yes – at Morsø we love fire. We love the way we naturally are drawn toward it, focusing on the allure of the dancing flames. Based on our strong wood burning traditions we have created an innovative exciting outdoor range for you, your family and friends all year round.

And we are not alone with our excitement about both the functional and sculptural outdoor series of products. The latest example of this was when the Pizza and Outdoor Oven – Morsø Forno – won the desired German “IIA Award 2013” in the category “Interior Innovation Award for outdoor products”.

MORSØ LIVING – LIFE IS FOR LIVING BOTH INDOORS AND OUTDOORS
MORSØ FORNO is the outdoor oven that creates a cozy atmosphere on your terrace and it lets you create crisp pizzas and perfect bread in just a few minutes.

Using the Morsø Tuscan Grill as a coal insert, delicious steaks and vegetables can be prepared with well-defined Grill marks.

And the latest addition for the Forno, a separate stainless steel door is now available, that, when fitted on the Morsø Forno, makes both slow cooking, baking, and smoking possible.
The Morsø Grill Forno is made from a solid enamelled cast iron that gives unsurpassed advantages in connection with grilling.

The cast iron grill is fitted on a base with 3 legs made from teak that are held together with a stainless steel ring. 3 hangers are fitted on the ring where grill tools and the door for the Grill Forno can be hung.

A coal insert and a grill grate both made from cast iron come with the Grill Forno. The special surface of the grill grate has innumerable small pores that absorb the fat and flavourings from the meat. A unique feature which ensures that the meat is grilled in its own juices – unlike stainless steel grates where the meat is NOT grilled but roasted.

The outdoor fireplace “Morsø Kamino” is shaped from cast iron and can – besides decorating and heating all outdoor surroundings – also prolong the outdoor experience – from early spring months, through the chilly summer nights until the beginning of autumn.

Morsø Kamino can be turned depending on the wind direction.

### New Products 2013

- **Morsø Grill Forno**
  ø 550 x h 1100 mm.

- **Morsø Kamino**
  Outdoor Fireplace
  ø 500 x h 1800 mm.

- **Morsø Kamino**
  without base
  ø 500 x h 1360 mm.

- **Morsø Tuscan grill**
  ø 340 mm.

- **Morsø Leather glove**
  Right & Left
Morsø Kamino - Outdoor Fireplace and Terrace Heater

• Morsø Kamino
• Without base
ø 500 x h 1360 mm.
• Morsø Forno
  ø 700 x h 600 mm.

• Morsø Tuscan grill
  ø 340 mm.

• Morsø Forno cover
  Polyester

• Morsø Outdoor Table
  l 120 x h 70 x w 60 mm.

• Morsø Forno door
  w 455 x h 210 mm.

• Ash scraper • Pizza peel • Fire tongs
• **Morsø Outdoor Firepit**
  ø 450 x h 320 mm.

• **Morsø Grill grate**
  ø 410 mm.

• **BEL - Bioethanol lamp**
  ø 150 x h 220 mm.
- making life warmer...

• Morso frying pan and serving dish

• Morso Grill Forno